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After Taiwan reunited, Marine transportation, is the only link exchanges 
between the mainland and Taiwan . The history of the development of Taiwan 
ship, runs through the whole course of development of Taiwan. Thus from reading 
memorials to throne of Taiwan ships in ImperialCompile of Taiwan between Ming 
and Qing Dynasty and by method of data analysis and table comparison, this article 
is to introduce history of Taiwan ships in Qing dynasty, briefing its oceanic 
transportation system, ship consumption, construction maintenance, commercial 
ship management and so on in Taiwan Strait at that time.  
The communications between Taiwan and mainland China depends on ships. In 
the early Qing dynasty, trades between Taiwan and Xiamen, Taiwan and South Asia 
countries, are strengthen because of the times when Xiamen was taken over by 
Zheng Chenggong and Taiwan managed to rebel Qing dynasty. After revendication 
of Taiwan in KangXi reign, he unlocked ban on maritime trade, enhancing 
communications across the straits. Seen from Qing dynasty, it needs attributions 
and transportations of food and fodders, horses, officers and men, and money to 
shuttle from and to the straits; seen from ordinary people, they need either 
commercial ships for trading purpose or fish ships sailing afar. Thus in Qing dynasty, 
the oceanic transportations system is build by official ships and civil ships, activating 
communications of stock and crew between southern Fujian and Taiwan.  
The ship style in Qing dynasty, still adopts the old style of Ming dynasty. They 
are mainly niao chuan and gan zeng chuan. However, Niao chuan was reformed to 
be gan zeng chuan in YongZheng reign as it was not suitable to be used in shallow 
harbor. As a result, the main force is changed to be gan zeng chuan and ju chuan.  
In the late Qianlong reign, those were reformed to Tong-an Suo chuan as the rated 
warships in southern Fujian were slow and heavy. Ever since it has been the main 
force of navy with ju chuan and shou gang chuan (harbor ships) supplemented. It’s 
until the Opium War that huolun chuan and steam ships are becoming the warships, 
especially after the establishment of Fuzhou Dockyard, plank has been changed 















Chuan, trade ships, fish ships and crafts. Their style changes little, but ship building 
technology develops continually. The officially-used Tong-an Suo Chuan is made by 
referring to civil ships.    
It’s inevitable that there will be huge damage if ships are shuttled for long in the 
vast ocean. And the mostly damaged ships are the ships that are loaded with 
officers and men. Officers and men are shifted every 3 years. And this shift is 
completed in two years. If there is storm in monsoon climate, the 
frequently-shuttled ships that are loaded with lots of officers and men, will be 
damaged heavily, causing great loss. 
It’s stated in Taiwan warship maintenance regulations that, ships will be 
repaired every 3 years. The repairing fee is made up of royal rated money and 
allowance, which are granted from local finance department and part of extra 
so-called expensed taels. In Daoguang reign, the repairing fee is changed to be 
granted from real eastate sales, customs tax tael of southern Fujian and so-called 
expense taels. The materials of warships are all purchased from southern Fujian to 
Taiwan except the home-grown camphor wood from Taiwan. 
During the transportations of Taiwan Straits, other than that the navy ships are 
managed by the troops itself, all other civil ships should be follow the procedures of 
applying, licensing, specifying, verifying and receiving license as prescribed in royal 
dynasty before setting sail to the ocean from certain harbor. 
This article is to discuss further of ships across Taiwan Straits in Qing dynasty.  
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